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Abstract
We introduce an extension of cone splines and box splines to fractional and complex orders. These
new families of multivariate splines are defined in the Fourier domain along certain s-dimensional meshes
and include as special cases the three-directional box splines [3] and hex splines [18] previously considered
by Condat, Van De Ville et al. These cone and hex splines of fractional and complex order generalize the
univariate fractional and complex B-splines defined in [17, 6] and investigated in, e.g., [7, 12]. Explicit
time domain representations are derived for these splines on 3-directional meshes. We present some
properties of these two multivariate spline families such as recurrence, decay and refinement. Finally it
is shown that a bivariate hex spline and its integer lattice translates form a Riesz basis of its linear span.
Keywords and Phrases: Cone splines, box splines, s-dimensional mesh, hex splines, (fractional)
difference operator, fractional and complex B-splines
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1 Introduction
We introduce an extension of cone and box splines to fractional and complex orders. Given a direction matrix
or knot set, both types of multivariate splines are defined in the Fourier domain as ridges along the directions.
These new families include as special cases the three-directional box splines introduced by Condat and Van
De Ville [3] as well as the hex splines defined by Van De Ville et al. [18]. Whereas the latter multivariate
splines provide integer smoothness along a direction, the new families allow for fractional smoothness along
different directions thus defining continuous families (with respect to smoothness) of functions. In the case
of complex orders, cone and hex splines have an additional phase factor automatically built in that allows –
just as in the one-dimensional setting – the enhancement of frequencies along the directions defined by the
knot set. The importance of phase has been well known since the experiment by Oppenheimer and Lim [15].
For this reason, hex splines of complex orders may be potentially employed for multivariate signal or image
analysis.
This paper, however, focuses on the mathematical foundations of cone and hex splines of fractional and
complex orders. In the current setting, these two spline families generalize the univariate concepts of frac-
tional and complex B-splines as defined by Blu and Unser [17], respectively, Forster et al. [6] to higher
dimensions. Previously, an extension of univariate complex B-splines to higher dimensions was proposed in
[12]. This approach is based on a generalized version of the Hermite–Genocchi formula and produces the
analog of multivariate simplex splines (of complex orders). Our approach differs also from that undertaken
in [8] where the multivariate extension was done via ridge functions. The focus of our setting lies more on
the geometry of the knot set.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review the definitions of cone and box
splines and present those properties that will be relevant in subsequent sections. The next section deals with
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cone splines on 3-directional meshes. There, we extend the results obtained in [3] and obtain an explicit time
domain representation of such cone splines on 3-directional meshes with different weights along the various
directions. Hex splines with different weights along the given directions are defined in Section 3 and it is
shown that the hex splines in [3, 18] are again special cases. Fractional cone and hex splines are introduced in
Section 5. While they are defined in the frequency domain, explicit formulas for them in the time domain are
presented. We show that fractional cone splines in Rs constructed from s knots obey a recurrence formula
that is similar to that derived by Micchelli [13] for polynomial cone splines. In the final section, we derive
decay rates for hex splines and also show that hex splines are refinable functions. We also show that with
modest assumptions placed on the knots, the set V consisting of a bivariate hex spline and its integer lattice
translates form a Riesz basis for spanpV q. We conclude the paper by extending the definitions of fractional
splines to introduce cone and hex splines of complex order.
2 Review of Cone and Box Splines
The B-spline of Curry and Schoenberg [4] is defined as follows:
N0,npxq :“ n rx0, . . . , xns p¨ ´ xqn´1` (1)
where x0 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď xn with x0 ă xn are the knots, x` “ maxp0, xq is the truncated power function,
and rx0, . . . , xns is the divided difference operator. Multiplication by n normalizes the spline so thatş
R
N0,npxqdx “ 1.
2.1 Cone Splines
It is natural to define multivariate splines by first generalizing the truncated power function that appears in
(1). We have the following definition:
Definition 2.1. Let X “  x1, . . . ,xs( Ă Rs be a linearly independent set of vectors with conepXq “ 
t1x
1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` tsxs
ˇˇ
t1, . . . , ts ě 0
(
and M “ “x1 ¨ ¨ ¨xs‰. Then the cone spline Cpx ˇˇXq is defined as
Cpx ˇˇXq :“ " |detpMq|´1, x P conepXq;
0, otherwise,
(2)
and inductively for additional nonzero knots by
C
`
x
ˇˇ
XY  xs`1(˘ “ ż 8
0
Cpx´ txs`1 ˇˇXqdt.
Definition 2.1 leads to several properties (see [2]) of cone splines. For X “  x1, . . . ,xn( Ă Rsz t0u, n ě s,
spanpXq “ Rs. The first four properties appear in [2] and the last can be found in [5]:
• supppCpx ˇˇXqq “ conepXq :“  t1x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` tnxn ˇˇ t1, . . . , tn ě 0(.
• Cpx ˇˇXq ą 0 for x P conepXq.
• Cpx ˇˇXq is a piecewise polynomial function of total degree n´ s.
• Let p be the minimum number of knots that can be removed from X so that the resulting set does not
span Rs. Then
Cpx ˇˇXq P Cp´2 pRsq . (3)
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• For all continuous functions g : Rs Ñ R with compact support,ż
Rs
Cpx ˇˇXqgpxqdx “ ż
r0,8qn
g
˜
nÿ
k“1
tkx
k
¸
dt. (4)
As the set C0pRsq of continuous functions with compact support contains the set C80 of infinitely differentiable
functions as a dense (in Lp, p P r1,8q) subset and the latter is dense in the Schwartz space SpRsq, we can
interpret the cone spline Cp‚ ˇˇXq as a tempered distribution by setting
@
Cp‚ ˇˇXq, gD :“ ż
r0,8qn
g
˜
nÿ
k“1
tkx
k
¸
dt, @ g P SpRsq.
We can use (2.1) to see that the Fourier transformation of the cone spline, considered as an element of
S 1pRsq, is given by pCpω ˇˇXq “ nź
k“1
ˆ
1
ixω,xky ` piδ
`xω,xky˘˙ , (5)
where
ś
represents the direct or tensor product of distributions. Indeed, for any g P SpRsq,
A pCpω ˇˇXq, gE “ @Cpx ˇˇXq, pgD “ ż
r0,8qn
pg˜ nÿ
k“1
tkx
k
¸
dt “ xH, pgpXtqy “ ApHpXTωq, gE
“
C
nź
k“1
pHp@xk,ωDq, gG “C nź
k“1
ˆ
1
ixω,xky ` piδ
`xω,xky˘˙ , gG ,
where we set Xt :“
nř
k“1
tkx
k, and where H and H denotes the one-, respectively, n-dimensional Heaviside
function.
Remark 2.1. In the sequel, we need to consider direct products of generalized functions S and T of the form
Sm and SmTn, m,n P N. These are defined as follows [10].
xSm, φpxqy :“ xSx1 , xSx2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ xSxm , φpx1, . . . , xmqy ¨ ¨ ¨ yy ,
where the subscript on S indicates on which variable S acts. Similarly, one defines
xSmTn, φpx,yqy :“ xSm, xTn, φpx,yyy ,
where Sm, respectively, Tn acts on the m variables x “ px1, . . . , xmq, respectively, the n variables y “
py1, . . . , ynq.
The distributional relation (4) can also be used to show that if A is any nonsingular sˆ s matrix, then
C
`
x
ˇˇ  
Ax1, . . . , Axn
(˘ “ 1|detpAq|C `A´1x ˇˇX˘ . (6)
Finally, Micchelli [13] proved the following recurrence formula obeyed by cone splines:
Cpx ˇˇXq “ 1
n´ s
nÿ
k“1
λkC
`
x
ˇˇ
Xz  xk(˘ (7)
where x “
nř
k“1
λkx
k. Two cone splines are plotted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Two cone splines and their support. Let x1 “ p1, 2qT and x2 “ p1,´1qT . Then the knot set is
X “  x1,x1,x2,x2,x3( and the top spline is a piecewise cubic polynomial. The spline on the bottom is
piecewise linear with knots x1 “ ` 12 , 1˘T , x2 “ ` 12 ,´1˘T , and x3 “ p1, 0qT .
2.2 Box Splines
Multivariate box splines are defined in a manner similar to that for cone splines:
Definition 2.2. Let X “  x1, . . . ,xs( Ă Rs be a linearly independent set of vectors. Let M “ “x1 ¨ ¨ ¨xs‰
and denote by ZpXq the zonotope  t1x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` tsxs ˇˇ t1, . . . , ts P r0, 1s(. Then the box spline Bpx ˇˇXq is
defined as
Bpx ˇˇXq :“ " |detpMq|´1, x P ZpXq;
0, otherwise,
and inductively for additional nonzero knots by
B
`
x
ˇˇ
XY  xs`1(˘ “ ż 1
0
Bpx´ txs`1 ˇˇXqdt.
Definition (2.2) gives rise to several properties (see [2]) of box splines. For X “  x1, . . . ,xn( Ă Rsz t0u,
n ě s, spanpXq “ Rs (see [2]):
• supppBpx ˇˇXqq “ ZpXq “  t1x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` tnxn ˇˇ t1, . . . , tn P r0, 1s(.
• Bpx ˇˇXq ą 0 for x P ZpXq.
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• Bpx ˇˇXq is a piecewise polynomial function of total degree n´ s.
• For all continuous functions g : Rs Ñ R with compact support,ż
Rs
Bpx ˇˇXqgpxqdx “ ż
r0,1sn
g
˜
nÿ
k“1
tkx
k
¸
dt. (8)
As Bp‚ ˇˇXq P L1pRsq, we interpret Bp‚ ˇˇXq as a regular tempered distribution acting on Schwartz functions
via (8). Employing similar arguments to those given in the derivation of the Fourier transform of a cone
spline, replacing the n-dimensional Heaviside function by the characteristic function of the unit n-cube, one
shows that pBp‚ ˇˇXq is given by
pBpω ˇˇXq “ nź
k“1
´
1´ e´ixω,xky
¯
ixω,xky . (9)
Writing the above equation in the form
pBpω ˇˇXq “ nź
k“1
´
1´ e´ixω,xky
¯
¨
nź
k“1
1
ixω,xky “
nź
k“1
´
1´ e´ixω,xky
¯
¨
nź
k“1
ˆ
1
ixω,xky ` piδ
`xω,xky˘˙
“: p∇X pCpω ˇˇXq, (10)
where we set p∇X :“ nź
k“1
´
1´ e´ixω,xky
¯
and used the fact that
´
1´ e´ixω,xky
¯
¨ δ `xω,xky˘ “ 0 (in S 1pRsq). Taking the inverse Fourier transform of
(10) and noting that p∇X is the Fourier transform of the multivariate backwards difference operator 1Γpnq ∇X
defined by
∇X :“
ź
xPX
∇x,
where the backwards difference operator in the direction x for a function f : Rs Ñ R is given as
∇xf :“ f ´ fp‚ ´ xq,
we obtain the well known identity
Bpx ˇˇXq “ 1
Γpnq ∇XCpx
ˇˇ
Xq. (11)
We end this section with examples of box splines plotted in Figure 2.
3 Cone Splines on 3-Directional Meshes
A knot set X “  x1,x2,x3( Ă R2 will be called a 3-directional mesh if x1,x2 are linearly independent and
x3 “ x1 ` x2.
We are interested in developing explicit formulas for cone splines on 3-directional meshes. In particular, we
seek formulas for cone splines of the form
Cnpx
ˇˇ
Xq :“ Cpn1,n2,n3q
`
x
ˇˇ
X
˘
:“ C
¨˚
˝x ∣∣∣∣∣
$’&’%x1, . . .x1loooomoooon
n1 times
,x2, . . . ,x2loooomoooon
n2 times
,x3, . . .x3loooomoooon
n3 times
,/./-‹˛‚
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Figure 2: Two box splines and their support. The top spline is a piecewise linear polynomial. The knots
are x1 “ p3, 1qT and x2 “ p´2,´2qT and x3 “ p´1, 1qT . The spline on the bottom is piecewise cubic. If
x1 “ ` 12 , 1˘T , x2 “ ` 12 ,´1˘T and x3 “ p´1, 0qT , the knot set is X “  x1,x2,x2,x2,x3(.
where nk P Z` :“ tn P Z
ˇˇ
n ą 0u, k “ 1, 2, 3.
For the special case n “ pn, n, nq, n P Z` and knot set X “
 
x1,x2,x3
(
where
x1 “
ˆ 1
2
´
?
3
2
˙
, x2 “
ˆ 1
2?
3
2
˙
, x3 “ x1 ` x2 “
ˆ
1
0
˙
,
Condat and Van De Ville [3] were able to derive a closed formula for Cnpx
ˇˇ
Xq:
Cnpx
ˇˇ
Xq “ 2?
3
n´1ÿ
k“0
ˆ
n´ 1` k
k
˙
1
pn´ 1´ kq!p2n´ 1` kq!
ˆ
ˆ
2|x2|?
3
˙n´1´k ˆ
x1 ´ |x2|?
3
˙2m´1`k
`
. (12)
It is straightforward to generalize (12) for the case when the knots of X are not repeated the same amount
of times. In order to derive such a formula for n “ pn1, n2, n3q, we first need the following result for
s-dimensional cone splines built from s knots.
Proposition 3.1. Let X “  x1, . . . ,xs( Ă Rs be a linearly independent set of vectors and suppose n “
6
pn1, . . . , nsq P Zs`. Then
Cnpx
ˇˇ
Xq “ |detpMq|´1
sź
k“1
xx, x˜kynk´1`
pnk ´ 1q! (13)
where M “ “x1 ¨ ¨ ¨xs‰ and  x˜1, . . . , x˜s( is the dual basis to X.
Proof. Let E “  e1, . . . , es( be the canonical basis for Rs. Using (5), we have
Cnpx
ˇˇ
Eq “
sź
k“1
ˆ
1
ixω, eky ` piδ
`xω, eky˘˙nk “ sź
k“1
ˆ
1
iωk
` piδ pωkq
˙nk
.
Applying the inverse Fourier transform to the above equation, noting that each factor in the nk-fold direct
product produces the truncated power function pxkq0`, we obtain the nk-fold convolution product pxkq0` ˚
¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ pxkq0`. It is easy to establish that this product is 1pnk´1q! pxkq
nk´1
` . Thus we have
Cnpx
ˇˇ
Eq “
sź
k“1
pxkqnk´1`
pnk ´ 1q! .
Using (6), with A “M , and the fact that Cnpx
ˇˇ
Xq “ Cn
`
x
ˇˇ  
Me1, . . . ,Mes
(˘
, we can write
Cnpx
ˇˇ
Xq “ 1|detpMq|Cn
`
M´1x
ˇˇ
E
˘ “ 1|detpMq|
sź
k“1
xx, x˜ky
pnk ´ 1q!
and the proof is complete.
We can use Proposition 3.1 with s “ 2 to find a closed formula for cone splines whose knot set is a 3-directional
mesh. We need the following lemma:
Lemma 3.1. For n,m, ` P Z` and x, a, b P R with b ă a ă x, let
Fpn,m,`qpx, a, bq “ 1pn´1q!pm´1q!p`´1q!
ż x
a
pu´ bqn´1pu´ aqm´1px´ uq`´1 du.
Then
Fpn,m,`qpx, a, bq “
n´1ÿ
k“0
ˆ
m`k´1
k
˙
1
pn´1´kq!pm```k´1q!
pa´ bqn´1´kpx´ aqm```k´1` .
Proof. The proof is a straightforward application of the result
1
Γpαq
ż x
a
pu´aqβ´1pu´ bqγ´1px´uqα´1 du “ pa´ bqγ´1 Γpβq
Γpα` βq px´aq
α`β´1
2F1
ˆ
1´ γ, β;α` β;´x´ a
a´ b
˙
(14)
that appears in [16, p. 41] where b ă a ă x, α ą 0, Repβq ą 0, γ P C. In our case, we insert positive integers
γ “ n, β “ m, and α “ ` to write
Fpn,m,`qpx, a, bq “ 1pn´ 1q!pm` `´ 1q! pa´ bq
n´1px´ aqm``´12F1
ˆ
1´ n,m;m` `;´x´ a
a´ b
˙
“ 1pn´ 1q!pm` `´ 1q!
8ÿ
k“0
p1´ nqkpmqk
pm` `qk
p´1qk
k!
px´ aqm```k´1pa´ bqn´1´k. (15)
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The rising Pochhammer symbols in the 2F1 hypergeometric function are given by
p1´ nqk “ p1´ nqp2´ nq ¨ ¨ ¨ pk ´ nq “ p´1qk pn´ 1q!pn´ 1´ kq!
pmqk “ mpm` 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pm` k ´ 1q “ pm` k ´ 1q!pm´ 1q!
pm` `qk “ pm` `` k ´ 1q!
m` `´ 1q! .
Inserting these identities into (15), simplifying and noting px´ aq “ px´ aq` gives the desired result.
We are now ready to state a closed formula for cone splines on 3-directional meshes:
Proposition 3.2. Suppose X Ă R2 is the 3-directional knot set X “  x1,x2,x3( with x1,x2 linearly
independent and x3 “ x1 ` x2 “ p1, 0qT and, without loss of generality, x12 ą 0. Then the cone spline
Cnpx
ˇˇ
Xq is given by
Cnpx
ˇˇ
Xq “ 1
x12
$’’’’&’’’’%
n1´1ř
k“0
`
n2`k´1
k
˘
1
pn1´1´kq!pn2`n3`k´1q!
´
x2
x12
¯n1´1´k ´
x1 ´ x
1
1
x12
x2
¯n2`n3`k´1
`
, x2 ě 0
n2´1ř
k“0
`
n1`k´1
k
˘
1
pn2´1´kq!pn1`n3`k´1q!
´
´x2
x12
¯n2´1´k ´
x1 ´ x
1
1´1
x12
x2
¯n1`n3`k´1
`
, x2 ă 0
.
Proof. From (5), we know that
pCnpω ˇˇXq “ pCpn1,n2q `ω ˇˇ  x1,x2(˘ ¨ ˆ 1iω1 ` piδ pω1q
˙n3
so that
Cnpx
ˇˇ
Xq “ Cpn1,n2q
`
x
ˇˇ  
x1,x2
(˘ ˚ px1qn3´1`pn3 ´ 1q!δ px2q
“
˜
|detpMq|
3ź
k“1
pnk ´ 1q!
¸´1
ˆ
ż x1
´8
xpu, x2q , x˜1yn1´1` xpu, x2q , x˜2yn2´1` px1 ´ uqn3´1 du (16)
Since x1 ` x2 “ p1, 0qT , we know x2 “ `1´ x11,´x12˘T and from here we can easily show that the dual basis
is  
x˜1, x˜2
( “ #˜ 11´x11
x12
¸
,
˜
1
´x11
x12
¸+
(17)
and |detpMq| “ x12. Inserting these identities into (16) and setting K “
´
x12
ś3
k“1 pnk ´ 1q!
¯´1
gives
Cnpx
ˇˇ
Xq “ K
ż x1
´8
ˆ
u´
ˆ
x11 ´ 1
x12
˙
x2
˙n1´1
`
ˆ
u´ x
1
1
x12
x2
˙n2´1
`
px1 ´ uqn3´1 du. (18)
If x2 ą 0, we have x
1
1´1
x12
x2 ă x
1
1
x12
x2 ă x1 and (18) becomes
Cnpx
ˇˇ
Xq “ K
x1ż
x11
x12
x2
ˆ
u´
ˆ
x11 ´ 1
x12
˙
x2
˙n1´1 ˆ
u´ x
1
1
x12
x2
˙n2´1
px1 ´ uqn3´1 du
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and we can use Lemma 3.1 to complete the proof. The case where x2 ă 0 is similar and we can use the
continuity of the cone spline (3) for the case x2 “ 0.
Remark 3.1. Using (6), we can construct a formula for the cone spline with the general 3-directional mesh
x1,x2,x1 ` x2.
Remark 3.2. Setting n “ pn, n, nq in Proposition 3.2 gives the cone spline (12) of Condat and Van De
Ville.
We use Proposition 3.2 to plot the cone splines shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3: For X “  x1,x2,x3( where x1 “ ´ 12 , ?32 ¯T , x2 “ ´ 12 ,´?32 ¯T and x3 “ p1, 0qT , the cone splines
plotted clockwise from the top left are Cp1,1,3qpx
ˇˇ
Xq, Cp2,1,1qpx
ˇˇ
Xq, Cp2,3,1qpx
ˇˇ
Xq, and Cp2,2,2qpx
ˇˇ
Xq.
4 Hex Splines
In this section we give a general formula for the so-called hex splines introduced by Van De Ville et. al. [18].
These splines were developed for applications that involve hexagonally sampled data. The hex splines can
be defined by using box splines with the knot set X´ “  x1,x2,´x3( Ă R2 where x3 “ x1 ` x2. For this
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knot set and n “ pn1, n2, n3q P Z3`, our hex spline takes the form
Bnpx
ˇˇ
X´q :“ B
¨˚
˝x ∣∣∣∣∣
$’&’%x1, . . .x1loooomoooon
n1 times
,x2, . . . ,x2loooomoooon
n2 times
,´x3, . . .´ x3looooooomooooooon
n3 times
,/./-‹˛‚.
The resulting region of support of the spline is then a hexagon – see Figure 4. Consider the Fourier transform
Figure 4: Support for hex splines (left to right) Bp1,1,1qpx
ˇˇ
X´q, Bp2,1,1qpx
ˇˇ
X´q, Bp1,2,2qpx
ˇˇ
X´q, and
Bp2,2,2qpx
ˇˇ
X´q using the knots x1 “
´
1
2 ,´
?
3
2
¯T
, x2 “
´
1
2 ,
?
3
2
¯T
, and ´x3 “ ´x1 ´ x2 “ p´1, 0qT .
(9) of the box spline:
xBnpω ˇˇX´q “
´
1´ e´ixω,x1y
¯n1 ´
1´ e´ixω,x2y
¯n2 ´
1´ eixω,x3y
¯n3
pixω,x1yqn1 pixω,x2yqn2 pixω,´x3yqn3
“
´
1´ e´ixω,x1y
¯n1 ´
1´ e´ixω,x2y
¯n2 ´
eixω,x3y ´ 1
¯n3
pixω,x1yqn1 pixω,x2yqn2 pixω,x3yqn3 (19)
“
¨˝´
1´ e´ixω,x1y
¯
ixω,x1y ‚˛
n1 ¨˝´
1´ e´ixω,x2y
¯
ixω,x2y ‚˛
n2 ¨˝´
eixω,x3y ´ 1
¯
ixω,x3y ‚˛
n3
(20)
Using arguments from [10, Section 3.11] and [11, Theorem 7.1.16], we can rewrite each of the factors above
as ¨˝´
1´ e´ixω,xky
¯
ixω,xky ‚˛
nk
“
´
1´ e´ixω,xky
¯nk ˆ 1
ixω,xky ` piδ
`xω,xky˘˙nk ,
for k “ 1, 2 (and a slight modification when k “ 3) so that (20) becomes
xBnpω ˇˇX´q “ ´1´ e´ixω,x1y¯n1 ´1´ e´ixω,x2y¯n2 ´eixω,x3y ´ 1¯n3 xCnpω ˇˇXq. (21)
Taking inverse Fourier transforms gives
Bnpx
ˇˇ
X´q “ fpxq ˚ Cnpx
ˇˇ
Xq (22)
where fpxq is the inverse Fourier transform of
fˆpωq “
´
1´ e´ixω,x1y
¯n1 ´
1´ e´ixω,x2y
¯n2 ´
eixω,x
3y ´ 1
¯n3
. (23)
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As noted in [3], if we can write (23) as
fˆpωq “
ÿ
kPZ2
ck1,k2e
´ixω,Mky
where M “ “x1 x2‰, then
fpxq “
ÿ
kPZ2
ck1,k2δpx´Mkq
so that (22) becomes
Bnpx
ˇˇ
X´q “
ÿ
kPZ2
ck1,k2Cnpx´Mkq. (24)
In the case where n “ pn, n, nq, n P Z`, and x3 “ x1 ` x2 “ p1, 0qT , Condat and Van De Ville [3] found the
following formula for the coefficients in (24):
ck1,k2 “
minpn`k1,n`k2,nqÿ
k“maxpk1,k2,0q
p´1qk1`k2`k
ˆ
n
k ´ k1
˙ˆ
n
k ´ k2
˙ˆ
n
k
˙
, (25)
and combining (25) and (24) with the cone spline (12), they found the following formula for the hex spline:
Bnpx
ˇˇ
Xq “
nÿ
k1,k2“´n
ck1,k2
n´1ÿ
k“0
ˆ
n´ 1` k
k
˙
1
p2n´ 1` kq!pn´ 1´ kq!
ˆ ˇˇ 2x2?
3
` k1 ´ k2
ˇˇ
n´1´k
ˆ
x1 ´ k1 ` k2
2
´ ˇˇ x2?
3
` k1 ´ k2
2
ˇˇ ˙2n´1`k
`
. (26)
Figure 5 shows the hex splines of Condat and Van De Ville for n “ 1, 2.
It is straightforward to generalize (25) to general n “ pn1, n2, n3q:
Proposition 4.1. For X “  x1,x2,x3( where x3 “ x1 ` x2 “ p1, 0qT , M “ “x1x2‰ and n “ pn1, n2, n3q P
Z3`, (23) can be expressed as
fˆpωq “
ÿ
kPZ2
ck1,k2e
´ixω,Mky
where
ck1,k2 “
n3`minpk1,k2,0qÿ
m“maxpn3´n1`k1,n3´n2`k2,0q
ˆ
n1
n1 ´ n3 ´ k1 `m
˙ˆ
n2
n2 ´ n3 ´ k2 `m
˙ˆ
n3
m
˙
p´1qk1`k2`m.
Proof. We follow the argument used by Condat and Van De Ville [3]. For the sake of notation, set z1 “
e´ixω,x1y and z2 “ e´ixω,x2y. Then (23) becomes
fpωq “ `1´ z´11 ˘n1 `1´ z´12 ˘n2 pz1z2 ´ 1qn3
Expanding each factor gives
fpωq “
n1ÿ
j“0
n2ÿ
k“0
n3ÿ
m“0
ˆ
n1
j
˙ˆ
n2
k
˙ˆ
n3
m
˙
p´1qj`k`mzn3´m´j1 zn3´m´k2 .
Making the substitution k1 “ j `m´ n3 and k2 “ k `m´ n3 and simplifying yields
fpωq “
n3ÿ
m“0
n1`m´n3ÿ
k1“m´n3
n2`m´n3ÿ
k2“m´n3
ˆ
n1
n1 ´ n3 `m´ k1
˙ˆ
n2
n2 ´ n3 `m´ k2
˙ˆ
n3
m
˙
p´1qk1`k2`mz´k11 z´k22 .
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Figure 5: Cnpx
ˇˇ
Xq generator for Bnpx
ˇˇ
Xq for n “ 1 (top row) and n “ 2 (bottom row). The functions in
the top row are piecewise linear and the functions on the bottom row are piecewise quartic. The support
sets for these splines are plotted (first and last) in Figure 4.
We can interchange the order of summations by changing the limits on the inner two sums to k1, k2 P Z
and restricting the limits on m so that the binomial coefficient factors are not zero. These changes give the
desired result for the ck1,k2 . Finally, note that
z´k11 z
´k2
2 “ e´ipxω,x
1yk1`xω,x2yk2q “ e´ipMTωqT ¨k “ e´iωT ¨Mk “ e´ixω,Mky. (27)
We can use Propositions 3.2 and 4.1 in conjunction with (24) to find explicit representations of hex splines.
The hex splines corresponding to the second and third knot sets from Figure 4 are plotted in Figure 6.
5 Fractional Cone Splines and Hex Splines
We can generalize the cone splines and hex splines from Sections 3 and 4 by replacing the integer “weights”
that represent how many times we repeat the knots in X with positive real-valued weights.
5.1 Fractional cone splines
We start with the fractional cone spline.
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Figure 6: The hex splines Bp2,1,1qpx
ˇˇ
X´q and Bp1,2,1qpx
ˇˇ
X´q. The knots are x1 “
´
1
2 ,´
?
3
2
¯T
, x2 “´
1
2 ,
?
3
2
¯T
, and ´x3 “ ´x1 ´ x2 “ p´1, 0qT .
Definition 5.1. Let X “  x1, . . . ,xn( Ă Rsz t0u, n ě s, with spanpXq “ Rs and assume α “ pα1, . . . , αnq P
Rn` :“
 
x P Rn ˇˇxk ą 0(. We define the fractional cone spline in terms of its Fourier transform as the
tempered distribution given by
xCαpω ˇˇXq “ nź
k“1
ˆ
1
ixω,xky ` σkpiδ
`xω,xky˘˙αk (28)
where
σk “
"
0, αk R Z`
1, αk P Z` .
Our first proposal gives a closed form for Cαpx
ˇˇ
Xq when n “ s.
Proposition 5.1. Let X “  x1, . . . ,xs( be a linearly independent set of vectors in Rs with M “ “x1 ¨ ¨ ¨xs‰,
α “ pα1, . . . , αsq P Rs`, and
 
x˜1, . . . , x˜s
(
the dual basis to X. Then
Cαpx
ˇˇ
Xq “ 1|detpMq|
sź
k“1
xx, x˜kyαk´1`
Γ pαkq . (29)
Proof. Consider the canonical basis E “  e1, . . . , es( for Rs. Using (28), we see that
xCαpω ˇˇEq “ sź
k“1
ˆ
1
iωk
` σkpiδ pωkq
˙αk
.
Thus
Cαpx
ˇˇ
Eq “
sź
k“1
ż
R
ˆ
1
iω
` σkpiδpωq
˙αk
eiωxk dω.
When σk “ 1, αk P Z and the corresponding factor is simply an αk-fold convolution pxkq0` ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ pxkq0` “
1
Γpαkq pxkq
αk´1
` . When σk “ 0, αk R Z and the factor is the inverse Fourier transform of 1piωqαk which is again
13
1
Γpαkq pxkq
αk´1
` . Thus we see that
Cαpx
ˇˇ
Eq “
sź
k“1
pxkqαk´1`
Γ pαkq . (30)
Note that xCαpω ˇˇXq “ xCα `MTω ˇˇE˘ . (31)
We use the fact that the inverse Fourier transform for 1| detpAq| fˆpAωq, A nonsingular, is fpAxq in conjunction
with (30) and (31) to infer that
Cαpx
ˇˇ
Xq “ |det `M´1˘|Cα `M´1x ˇˇE˘ “ 1|detpMq|
sź
k“1
xx, x˜kyαk´1`
Γ pαkq .
Figure 7 illustrates the results of Proposition 5.1. For Cαpx
ˇˇ
Xq given by (29), note that supppCαq “ conepXq
Figure 7: The splines Cαpx
ˇˇ
Xq for X “  p1, 1qT , p1,´1qT( and, left to right, α “ ` 54 , 32˘, α “ ` 65 , 2˘, and
α “ ` 32 , 1˘.
and it is straightforward to show that these Cαpx
ˇˇ
Xq obey a recurrence formula similar to (7).
Proposition 5.2. Let X “  x1, . . . ,xs( be a linearly independent set of vectors in Rs and ek the kth
canonical vector in Rs. If α´ ek P Rs` and |α| “ α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αs ‰ s, then
Cαpx
ˇˇ
Xq “ 1|α|´ s
sÿ
k“1
xx,xkyCα´ekpx
ˇˇ
Xq.
Proof. For k “ 1, . . . , s,
xx, x˜kyCα´ekpx
ˇˇ
Xq “ xx, x˜ky
¨˚
˚˝ sź
j“1
j‰k
xx, x˜jyαj´1`
Γ pαjq
‹˛‹‚xx, x˜kyαk´2`Γ pαk ´ 1q
“
˜
sź
j“1
xx, x˜jyαj´1`
Γ pαjq
¸
pαk ´ 1q
“ pαk ´ 1qCαpx
ˇˇ
Xq.
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Summing both sides for k “ 1, . . . , s, gives the desired result.
We can generalize Proposition 3.2 for fractional cone splines on 3-directional meshes.
Proposition 5.3. Let X be a 3-directional mesh in R2 with x3 “ x1 ` x2 “ p1, 0qT and α P R3`. Then
Cαpx
ˇˇ
Xq “ 1
x12
$’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’%
1
Γpα1qΓpα2`α3q
´
x2
x12
¯α1´1 ´
x1 ´ x
1
1
x12
x2
¯α2`α3´1
` 2
F1
˜
1´α1,α2;α2`α3;´
x1´
x11
x12
x2
x2
x12
¸
, x2 ą 0
1
Γpα2qΓpα1`α3q
´
´x2
x12
¯α2´1 ´
x1 ´ x
1
1´1
x12
x2
¯α1`α3´1
` 2
F1
˜
1´α2,α1;α1`α3;
x1´
x11´1
x12
x2
x2
x12
¸
, x2 ă 0
1
Γpα1qΓpα2q
ˆ 8ř
k“0
p´1qk
k!Γpα3´kqpα1`α2`k´1q
˙
px1qα1`α2`α3´2` , x2 “ 0
Proof. This proof follows in much the same was as that of Proposition 3.2. We can write
xCαpω ˇˇXq “ pCpα1,α2q `ω ˇˇ  x1,x2(˘ ¨ ˆ 1iω1 ` piσ3δ pω1q
˙
,
where σ3 “ 1 if α3 P Z, σ3 “ 0 if α3 R Z, so that
Cαpx
ˇˇ
Xq “ Cpα1,α2qpω
ˇˇ
Xq ˚ px1q
α3´1
`
Γ pα3q δ px2q
“
˜
|detpMq|
3ź
k“1
Γ pαkq
¸´1 ż x1
´8
xpu, x2q , x˜1yα1´1` xpu, x2q , x˜2yα2´1` px1 ´ uqα3´1 du. (32)
The dual basis vectors are given in (17) so that (32) becomes
Cαpx
ˇˇ
Xq “
˜
x12
3ź
k“1
Γ pαkq
¸´1 ż x1
´8
ˆ
u´
ˆ
x11 ´ 1
x12
˙
x2
˙α1´1
`
ˆ
u´ x
1
1
x12
x2
˙α2´1
`
px1 ´ uqα3´1 du. (33)
If x2 ą 0, we have x
1
1´1
x12
x2 ă x
1
1
x12
x2 ă x1 and (33) becomes
Cαpx
ˇˇ
Xq “
˜
x12
3ź
k“1
Γ pαkq
¸´1 x1ż
x11
x12
x2
ˆ
u´
ˆ
x11 ´ 1
x12
˙
x2
˙α1´1 ˆ
u´ x
1
1
x12
x2
˙α2´1
px1 ´ uqα3´1 du
and we can use (14) to complete the proof. The case where x2 ă 0 is similar. For x2 “ 0, we use (33) to
write
Cα
`px1, 0q ˇˇX˘ “ ˜x12 3ź
k“1
Γ pαkq
¸´1 ż x1
0
uα1`α2´2 px1 ´ uqα3´1 du.
The generalized binomial theorem can be used to complete the proof.
Remark 5.1. If each of α1, α2, α3 are integers, Proposition 5.3 reduces to Proposition 3.2.
Figure 8 illustrates the results of Proposition 5.3.
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Figure 8: The splines Cαpx
ˇˇ
Xq for X “
!`
1
2 , 1
˘T
,
`´ 12 ,´1˘T , p1, 0qT) and, left to right, α “ ` 32 , 54 , 13˘,
α “ ` 910 , 45 , 1˘, and α “ ` 35 , 35 , 2˘.
5.2 Fractional hex splines
In this subsection, we define a bivariate fractional hex spline implicitly in terms of its Fourier transform. We
then use this definition to derive an explicit formula for the spline. Motivated by (21) and Definition 5.1,
we make the following definition:
Definition 5.2. Let X “  x1,x2,x3( be a 3-directional mesh in R2 with x1,x2 linearly independent and
x3 “ x1 ` x2 “ p1, 0qT and assume α P R3`. We define the fractional hex spline of order α in terms of its
Fourier transform (as the tempered distribution):
xBαpω ˇˇX´q “ ´1´ e´ixω,x1y¯α1 ´1´ e´ixω,x2y¯α2 ´eixω,x3y ´ 1¯α3 xCαpω ˇˇXq (34)
where X´ “  x1,x2,´x3(.
Taking inverse Fourier transforms of (34) gives
Bαpω
ˇˇ
X´q “ fpxq ˚ Cαpx
ˇˇ
Xq (35)
where
fˆpωq “
´
1´ e´ixω,x1y
¯α1 ´
1´ e´ixω,x2y
¯α2 ´
eixω,x
3y ´ 1
¯α3
.
Letting zk “ e´ixω,xky, k “ 1, 2, we use the generalized binomial theorem to write
fˆpωq “
ÿ
`ě0
ÿ
k1ě0
ÿ
k2ě0
ˆ
α1
k1
˙ˆ
α1
k2
˙ˆ
α1
`
˙
p´1qk1`k``z´`´k11 z´`´k22 pz1z2qα3
“
ÿ
`ě0
ÿ
k1ě´`
ÿ
k2ě´`
ˆ
α1
k1 ` `
˙ˆ
α1
k2 ` `
˙ˆ
α1
`
˙
p´1qk1`k``z´k11 z´k22 pz1z2qα3
“
ÿ
kPZ2
¨˝ ÿ
`ěmaxpk1,k2,0q
ˆ
α1
`´ k1
˙ˆ
α2
`´ k2
˙ˆ
α3
`
˙
p´1qk1`k``‚˛z´k11 z´k22 pz1z2qα3
“
ÿ
kPZ2
ck1,k2e
´ixω,Mpk´α3qy (36)
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where k “ pk1, k2qT , α3 “ pα3, α3qT , M “
“
x1 x2
‰
and
ck1,k2 “
ÿ
`ěmaxpk1,k2,0q
ˆ
α1
`´ k1
˙ˆ
α2
`´ k2
˙ˆ
α3
`
˙
p´1qk1`k2``. (37)
We have used (27) to simplify the last identity (36) above.
We take inverse Fourier transforms of (36) to obtain
fpxq “
ÿ
kPZ2
ck1,k2δ px´M pk´α3qq .
The relation (35) and the above argument gives rise to the following time-domain representation ofBαpx
ˇˇ
X´q.
Proposition 5.4. For the fractional hex spline in Definition (5.2), we have the following explicit represen-
tation:
Bαpx
ˇˇ
X´q “
ÿ
kPZ2
ck1,k2Cα
`
x´M pk´α3q
ˇˇ
X
˘
(38)
where the coefficients ck1,k2 are given by (37) and Cαpx
ˇˇ
Xq is given by the relation in Proposition 5.3.
Proposition 5.4 is used to evaluate the hex spline plotted in Figure 9.
Figure 9: The fractional cone spline Cαpx
ˇˇ
Xq and box spline Bαpx
ˇˇ
X´q for X “"´
1
2 ,
?
3
2
¯T
,
´
1
2 ,´
?
3
2
¯T
, p1, 0qT
*
and α “ p1.5, 2.1, 2q.
Remark 5.2. Notice that (34) can also be written in the form
xBαpω ˇˇX´q “ p∇αX xCαpω ˇˇXq,
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where p∇αX is now the Fourier transform of the fractional forward difference operator of order α :“ pα1, α2, α3q P
R3` defined by
∇αX :“
3ź
i“1
∇αixi ,
where, for any function g : R3 Ñ R,
∇αixig :“
8ÿ
k“0
ˆ
αi
k
˙
p´1qkgp‚ ´ kxiq,
(with a slight modification for i “ 3).
6 Hex Spline Properties and Splines of Complex Order
We conclude the paper by stating several properties obeyed by hex splines and developing definitions of cone
and hex splines of complex order. Unlike polynomial box splines, fractional hex splines are not compactly
supported for α R Z3. Thus we give decay rates for Bαpx
ˇˇ
X´q. We also show that hex splines are refinable
and give an explicit formula for the refinement mask. Finally we show that a hex spline and its translates
along the integer lattice Z2 form a Riesz sequence and thus a Riesz basis for an appropriate shift-invariant
subspace of L2
`
R2
˘
.
6.1 Decay and Refinement
We first investigate the decay rate of the fractional hex spline Bαp‚
ˇˇ
X´q. To this end, recall that a function
g : R2 Ñ R belongs to the Sobolev space W r,ppR2q, r ą 0, 1 ă p ă 8, iff
p1` ‖‚‖2qr{2 pg P LppR2q. (39)
It follows from Definition 5.2 that |xBαpω ˇˇX´q| ď K‖ω‖|α| , where K denotes a positive constant that depends
only on X. Hence, Bαp‚
ˇˇ
X´q P L2pR2q if |α| ą 1, and Bαp‚
ˇˇ
X´q P L1pR2q X L2pR2q if |α| ą 2. Equation
(39) together with the above estimate on |xBαp‚ ˇˇX´q| imply that
Bαp‚
ˇˇ
X´q PW r,ppR2q, for r ă |α| ´ 2
p
.
At this point, we recall the Sobolev Embedding Theorem in R2 [1, Theorem 4.12]: If j P N0, 1 ď m P N, and
mp ą 2, then
W j`m,ppR2q ãÑ Cjb pR2q,
where Cjb pR2q denoted the space of all bounded continuous functions with derivatives up to order j.
Choose m “ 2 and p “ 2. Then xBαp‚ ˇˇX´q P Cjb pR2q for |α| ą j ` 3. In other words, for every multi-index
µ with |µ| ď j, BµxBαp‚ ˇˇX´q is bounded and continuous. But then xµBαpx ˇˇX´q is uniformly continuous
and vanishes at infinity. Hence,
Bαpx
ˇˇ
X´q P Opx´µq, for |α| ą j ` 3.
The fractional hex splines Bαp‚
ˇˇ
X´q satisfy two-scale relations of the form
Bαpx
ˇˇ
X´q “
ÿ
kPZ2
hpkqBαp2x´Mpk´α3q
ˇˇ
X´q, (40)
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with M “ “x1 x2‰ and α3 “ pα3, α3qT , which are valid for |α| ą 1 and for almost all x P R2.
To show the validity of the above refinement equation, recall that – if such an equation holds – the coefficients
hpkq are the Fourier coefficients of the frequency response of the refinement filter Hα. In other words,
Hαpωq “ 2
xBαp2ω ˇˇX´qxBαpω ˇˇX´q “ 2
3ź
j“1
˜
i
@
ω,xj
D
i x2ω,xjy
¸αj ˜
1´ e´2ixω,xjy
1´ e´ixω,xjy
¸αj
(with modification for j “ 3)
“ 1
2|α|´1
2ź
j“1
´
1` e´ixω,xjy
¯αj ´
1` eixω,x3y
¯α3
, (almost everywhere)
with x3 “ x1`x2 “ p1, 0qT . Expanding the threefold product in the last equation above using the generalized
binomial theorem and proceeding as in the derivation of (36), we obtain
Hαpωq “ 1
2|α|´1
ÿ
kPZ2
apkqe´ixω,Mpk´α3qy, (41)
where
apkq :“
ÿ
`ěmaxpk1,k2,0q
ˆ
α1
`´ k1
˙ˆ
α2
`´ k2
˙ˆ
α3
`
˙
.
Equation (41) now yields the desired two-scale relation (40).
6.2 Riesz basis property
We next consider bivariate hex splines and their translates along the lattice Z2 and show that this set
of functions forms a Riesz sequence and thus a Riesz basis for the appropriate shift-invariant subspace of
L2pR2q. To this end, we introduce the following fractional hex spline space.
For the knot set X´ “  x1,x2,´x3( Ă R2, where x3 “ x1 ` x2, and a multi-index α P R3`, let
Sα :“ SαpBαp‚
ˇˇ
X´qq :“
#
f P L2pR2q
∣∣∣∣ Da P `2pZ2q, fpxq “ ÿ
kPZ2
apkqBαpx´ k
ˇˇ
X´q
+
. (42)
Note that for |α| ą 1, the space Sα is a principal shift-invariant subspace of L2pR2q. Our goal is to derive
conditions on the knots such that the family tBαp‚ ´ k
ˇˇ
X´q ˇˇk P Z2u forms a Riesz basis for Sα.
We proceed as follows. For Bαp‚
ˇˇ
X´q, we consider the p2pi, 2piq-periodic function rxBαsp‚ ˇˇX´q defined by
rxBαspω ˇˇX´q :“ ÿ
kPZ2
|xBαpω ` 2pik ˇˇX´q|2. (43)
We employ [19, Proposition 5.7 (i)] to show that for |α| ą 1 the family tBαp‚ ´ k
ˇˇ
X´q ˇˇk P Z2u is a Riesz
sequence in L2pR2q, i.e., that there exist two positive constants c and C such that
0 ă c ď rxBαspω ˇˇX´q ď C ă 8, (44)
for almost all ω P R2.
For this purpose, we recall the definition of xBαpω ˇˇX´q, namely,
xBαpω ˇˇX´q “ ˜1´ e´ixω,x1y
i xω,x1y
¸α1 ˜
1´ e´ixω,x2y
i xω,x2y
¸α2 ˜
eixω,x3y ´ 1
i xω,x3y
¸α3
, α P R3`.
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Therefore,
|xBαpω ` 2pik ˇˇX´q|2 “ 3ź
j“1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇsinc
@
ω ` 2pik,xjD
2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2αj
. (45)
Notice that the function rxBαsp‚ ˇˇX´q is symmetric about ω “ ppi, piq so that, together with its p2pi, 2piq-
periodicity, is suffices to establish (44) for almost all ω P r0, pis2.
To find a positive lower bound, we consider the summand k “ p0, 0q in (43). As the sinc function is symmetric
about
@
ω,xj
D “ 0 it suffices to consider only positive arguments. Now,@
ω,xj
D
2
ď pip|x
j
1| ` |xj2|q
2
.
If the direction xj is chosen in such a way that there exists a positive constant ϑj so that
|xj1| ` |xj2| ď ϑj ă 2, (46)
then, as the sinc is decreasing over 0 ă @ω,xjD ă pi,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇsinc
@
ω,xj
D
2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ě 2piϑj , @ω P r0, pis2.
Hence, we may choose c :“
3ź
j“1
ˆ
2
piϑj
˙2αj
ą 0. Note that since x3 “ p1, 0qT , condition (46) is automatically
fulfilled and one may choose ϑ3 “ 1.
To obtain an upper bound, we proceed as follows. Suppose that in addition to (46), the directions xj “
pxj1, xj2qT satisfy
τj :“ x
j
2
xj1
R Q, j “ 1, 2, (47)
where we assumed without loss of generality that xj1 ‰ 0. We remark on the case j “ 3 below.
Note that since ω is bounded and xj satisfies conditions (46) and (47), there exists a k0 :“ pk0,1, k0,2q P Z2
so that | @ω ` 2pik,xjD | “ | @ω,xjD` 2pi @k,xjD | ą 0, for all k “ pk1, k2q with |ki| ě |k0,i|, i “ 1, 2, and all
j “ 1, 2. Let us denote the collection of all such k by K. For a k P K, the function ω ÞÑ | @ω ` 2pik,xjD |
attains then its unique minimum value, which is strictly positive, at one of the endpoints of the square
r0, pis2. Denote this minimum value by pi @m,xjD. The collection of all such m “ mpkq constitutes a subset
M of Z2.
Thus
rxBαspω ˇˇX´q “ ÿ
kPZ2
3ź
j“1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇsinc
@
ω ` 2pik,xjD
2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2αj
“
ÿ
kPZ2zK
3ź
j“1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇsinc
@
ω ` 2pik,xjD
2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2αj
`
ÿ
kPK
3ź
j“1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇsinc
@
ω ` 2pik,xjD
2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2αj
ď cardpZ2zKq `
3ź
j“1
ÿ
kPK
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇsinc
@
ω ` 2pik,xjD
2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2αj
.
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Now, ˇˇˇˇ
ˇsinc
@
ω ` 2pik,xjD
2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď
$’&’%
2
pi| xm,xjy | , j “ 1, 2;
2
pip2|k1| ´ 1q , j “ 3,
@ω P r0, pis2, @k P K,
and, therefore, for j “ 1, 2,
ÿ
kPK
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇsinc
@
ω ` 2pik,xjD
2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2αj
ď
ÿ
mPM
ˆ
2
pi| xm,xjy |
˙2αj
ď
ˆ
2
pi
˙2αj ÿ
m‰p0,0q
1
| xm,xjy |2αj .
Rewriting the last sum, producesÿ
m‰p0,0q
1
| xm,xjy |2αj “
ÿ
pm1,m2q‰p0,0q
1
|xj1|2αj |m1 ` τjm2|2αj
“ ζpQj ;αjq, αj ą 1.
Here, ζpQj ;αjq denotes the Epstein zeta function for the positive definite quadratic form Qjpm1,m2q :“
pxj1q2|m1 ` τjm2|2. The Epstein zeta function converges for αj ą 1 [20].
In the case j “ 3, we obtain instead
ÿ
kPK
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇsinc
@
ω ` 2pik,x3D
2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2α3
ď
ˆ
2
pi
˙2α3 ÿ
k1PZzt0u
1
p2|k1| ´ 1q2α3 ď
ˆ
2
pi
˙2α3 ÿ
k1PN
1
k2α31
“ ζp2α3q,
where ζp2α3q is the Riemann zeta function, which converges for 2α3 ą 1.
Thus, we may select for the positive constant C as an upper bound in (44) the value
C :“ cardpZ2zKq `
ˆ
2
pi
˙2|α|
ζpQ1;α1qζpQ2;α2qζp2α3q ă 8,
with αj ą 1, j “ 1, 2, and α3 ą 12 .
We summarize the above findings in the next theorem.
Theorem 6.1. Let X´ “  x1,x2,´x3( Ă R2, where x3 “ x1 ` x2, be a knot set in R2. Suppose that the
knots x1 and x2 satisfy the following two conditions:
(i) |xj1| ` |xj2| ď ϑj ă 2, j “ 1, 2.
(ii)
xj2
xj1
R Q, j “ 1, 2. (Assuming without loss of generality that xj1 ‰ 0.)
Further assume that |α| ą 1. Then the family tBαp‚ ´ k
ˇˇ
X´q ˇˇk P Z2u of bivariate hex splines is a Riesz
basis for the principal shift-invariant subspace Sα Ă L2pR2q.
It was our hope to show that in connection with the refinement equation (40) and under the hypotheses of
Theorem 6.1 that the spaces V α` defined by
V α` :“ span
 
Bαp2` ‚ ´Mpk´α3q
ˇˇ
X´q ˇˇk P Z2(L2pR2q, ` P Z,
form a dyadic multiresolution analysis of L2pR2q. The properties (a)
ď
`PZ
V α` is dense in L
2pR2q and (b)č
`PZ
V α` “ H follow immediately from [14, Theorems 2.3.2 and 2.3.4]. Arguments similar to those employed
above lead to a lower Riesz bound c ą 0, but it is not possible to attain a finite upper Riesz bound C.
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6.3 Extension to Complex Orders
Definitions 5.1 and 5.2 can be extended to complex orders z. As the previous section shows, fractional cone
and hex splines provide continuous (with respect to order of smoothness) families of functions. A complex
order generates a family of complex-valued functions which also contain phase information as will be seen
below.
We restate Definitions 5.1 and 5.2 for complex orders.
Definition 6.1. Let X “  x1, . . . ,xn( Ă Rnz t0u, n ě s, with spanpXq “ Rs and assume z :“ pz1, . . . , znq P
Cn` :“
 
z P Cn ˇˇ Re zk ą 0(. We define the cone spline of complex order z in terms of its Fourier transform
as the tempered distribution given by
xCzpω ˇˇXq “ nź
k“1
ˆ
1
ixω,xky ` σkpiδ
`xω,xky˘˙zk (48)
where
σk “
"
0, zk R Z`
1, zk P Z` .
Similarly, we define a hex spline of complex order.
Definition 6.2. Let X “  x1,x2,x3( be a 3-directional mesh in R2 with x1,x2 linearly independent and
x3 “ x1 ` x2 “ p1, 0qT and assume z P C3`. We define the hex spline of complex order z in terms of its
Fourier transform as follows:
xBzpω ˇˇX´q :“ ´1´ e´ixω,x1y¯z1 ´1´ e´ixω,x2y¯z2 ´eixω,x3y ´ 1¯z3 xCzpω ˇˇXq
“
˜
1´ e´ixω,x1y
i xω,x1y
¸z1 ˜
1´ e´ixω,x2y
i xω,x2y
¸z2 ˜
eixω,x3y ´ 1
i xω,x3y
¸z3
, (49)
where X´ “  x1,x2,´x3(.
Recall the fact that for complex numbers z and w, wz :“ ez logw “ ezplog |w|`i argwq is uniquely defined for
argw P r´pi, piq. Hence, we consider only the principal branch of the complex exponential function. As usual,
we set 0z :“ 0 and w0 “ 1.
Define
Θk :“ Θpω
ˇˇ
xkq :“ 1
ixω,xky ` σkpiδ
`xω,xky˘
and
Ωk :“ Ωpω
ˇˇ
xkq :“ 1´ e
´ixω,xky
i xω,xky , (obvious modification for k “ 3).
Note that Ωk is well-defined as it never crosses the negative real axis. For Im Ωk “ cosxω,x
ky´1
xω,xky “ 0 iff@
ω,xk
D P 2piZ and Re Ωk “ sinxω,xkyxω,xky equals 1, for @ω,xkD “ 0, and 0 for @ω,xkD P 2piZzt0u.
With these observations, Equations (48) and (49) can be rewritten in the following form.
xCzpω ˇˇXq “ zCRe zpω ˇˇXq exp˜´ÿ
k
Im zk ¨ arg Θk
¸
exp
˜
i
ÿ
k
Im zk ¨ log |Θk|
¸
(50)
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and xBzpω ˇˇX´q “ zBRe zpω ˇˇX´q exp˜´ÿ
k
Im zk ¨ arg Ωk
¸
exp
˜
i
ÿ
k
Im zk ¨ log |Ωk|
¸
, (51)
where we set Re z :“ pRe z1, . . . ,Re znq.
Equations (50) and (51) show that both the cone spline and hex spline consists of a cone spline, respectively,
hex spline of fractional order Re z, multiplied by a modulation factor exp
˜
´
ÿ
k
Im zk ¨ arg Θk
¸
and a phase
factor exp
˜
i
ÿ
k
Im zk ¨ log |Ωk|
¸
. A complex cone spline is plotted in Figure 10.
Figure 10: The complex cone spline Czpω
ˇˇ
Xq with knot set X “  p1, 1qT , p1,´1qT( and z “
p2.25` 2.75i, 1.5` 3.5iq. Plotted left to right are ReCzpω
ˇˇ
Xq, ImCzpω
ˇˇ
Xq, and ˇˇCzpω ˇˇXq ˇˇ .
The existence of these two factors may allow the extraction of additional information from sampled data
and the manipulation of images. In fact, the spectrum of a complex hex spline consists of the spectrum of a
fractional hex spline combined with a modulating and a damping factor. The presence of an imaginary part
causes the frequency components along the negative and positive direction of xk to be enhanced with different
signs. This has the effect of shifting the frequency spectrum towards the negative or positive frequency side
along xk, depending on the sign of the imaginary part.
Moreover, in contrast to, for instance, complex wavelet bases, the phase information exp
˜
i
ÿ
k
Im zk ¨ log |Ωk|
¸
is already built in, and an adjustable smoothness parameter, namely Re z, provides a continuous family of
functions. The importance of complex-valued transforms in image analysis is discussed in [9].
The potential applicability of hex splines to image analysis based on the above observations will be investi-
gated in a forthcoming paper and published elsewhere.
The results in the previous subsections regarding the time domain representation of cone and hex splines,
the decay rate and refinement property as well as the Riesz basis property easily extend to complex orders;
α needs to be replaced by Re z and αk by Re zk.
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